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What a wonderful summer! When I
suggested that the TAASPNevsletter would
never make it to Volume 13,I should have
been more precise, The Nevsletter. under
myeditorshiPJ will not make it to Volume
1'3.
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appointmentof a new TAASPNevsletter
Editor. The announcement wouldhave
included more appropriate haroldry"
(heraldry), but his name is Dan:
Professor Dan Hilliard
Sociology Department
Southwestern University
Georgeto1n1,Texas
U.S.A. 78626

I encourage every member (everyone of
you) to write to Danimmediately, as he will
appreciate (I would suggest) your support
and contributions. Certainly, on behalf of
TAASP.I wish him good lUCK.good fortune
and good writing.

Before moving on to Hilliard's reign as
editor, I wish to thank Kendell Blanchard
(MiddleTennessee State University) for his
enduring/endeering three yeers as our
AssociateEditor of the Newsletter. Kendall
was burdened with the
duplication /distri bution responsi bilities
for the Newsletter, and I have appreciated

However, I suspect that TAASPmembersere
typicallV more astute at exhibitions than
displays (at least judging from past
conference performances). Nevertheless,
you will be afforded your day/night of
potential glory, so be sure to leave those
dates (March 26-28th) available in your
busy schedules. More conference details
will follow in a subsequent nemletter --

1987 Pre-Conference

Editor's "Adieu"

im.menoe1V hi" effort" and "ugtain8.d
involvement.
News

The 1987 TAASPannual conference is
scheduled for March 26-28th, in Montreal,
Province Quebec(PQ),Canada. Ve will be
meeting with the Popular Culture
Associationand the American Culture
Association,whose dates are March 25-30th.
Proposals, abstracts, and suggestions
should be sent (no later than) by November
14th, 1986,to Jay Mechling, TAASPPresident-Elect American Studies,University of
California --Davis,Davis,California 95616
U.s.A.(or phone (916)752-3377).
further, the TAASPExecutivehas now
confirmed that the Keynote Speaker for the
1987Conference 'Willbe Richard Schechner
of play and theatre fame. Actually,
Schechner's text is titled, "Betveen Theatre
and Anthropology". The conference
promises (or at least Schechner's Keynote)
to focus on the dramatic, theatrical, and
performance aspects of play. AsMeier
(TAASPNewsletter,Vol.10,No.1)suggests
that TAASPmembersare not goodlisteners,
and TAASPNewsletter editors suggest that
TAASP members are not consistent writers,
perhaps this year, TAASPmembers will
discover as well, that they are !lQ1
p'erformers. The challenge which I issue to
all TAASPmembers(asidefrom comingto
the 1987conference) is to attempt this
relatively new realm of display. Vhat contributions can you suggest regarding play,
theatre, and performance? I am certain
that by now, most of you are a"Wfe that

frank Manning (TAASPPresident)and Jay
Mechling(TAASPPresident-Elect)often
portray song and dance men, so we can
anticipate great performances from them.

from Dan Hi1Har<l,remember??, your new
TAASPNewsletterEditor.

This Volumeof the Newsletter (aside
from being my last) contains the usual yet
exciting contributions to play. The papers
by DeKovenand Salamone are especially
intriguing. Aswell, Drake's book review of
"Sport and Higher Education"is much
appreciated. for the first time, and
probably the last this Volumealso carries
three (previously rejected) contributions
from me. (I have been 'harbouring' this
narcissism for some time and these papers
for even longer.) ActuallY,these papers

were presentations from previous TAASP
conferen~s, which had not until now,
been published. (I trust that the Newsletter
standards will improve substantially with
Hillierd as Editor.) I was worried about
acceptingmyownpapers for the TAASP
Newsletter, but I felt lowed it to myself as
the last/terminal 'mad' act of an editor. In
reality, though, I am saving my terminality
for later (see Lynne Savage's poem, p.3of
this Newsletter).
Before I bid you all -- "adieu", I have one
other unfinished task related to our 1986

conference at Tempe,Arizona. My

.

goodbyes and some 'bad hel1o~'fol1ow. At
the moment, I am most gratef'u1for
"freedom of speech" and "freedom of the
press", for allowing me to bid you all
farevell with the liberties I am about to
take:
Many thanks to Mike Salter (University
of Windsor) and Kendall Blanchard (Middle
Tennessee State University), two of the
TAASPfounding fathers (though I ammore

inclined these days to think of them as
'MOTHERS'),
who entered my name in the

"

I

"Larry WildeJoke Telling Contest" at
Tempe,Arizona.
For their 'support', I offer the following:
I vas told by Salter
I would not falter
Just to give it a try,
If all else failed
I could release my halter,
I had only to pull the clasp
and welcome the Audience
in to the 'Bosum'of TAASP.
As welt of course,
I have Kendall to thank
for saying the following
from his think-tank,
"If you're no goo<lon stage
they'll give you the 'yank';
If you screw up,
and you draw a blank,
just try to save face,
by flashing a flank'"
While I vas pouring my heart and soul into
these performances (along with the other
suggested bo<lyparts), the results were
disappointing (see clip from "Insight" on
opposite page). Notonly did they misprint
my name but, of course, I thought (my own
humble, misguided, and biased opinion)
that I deserve<lto win first prize. So,my
retribution/retaliation/sour grapes/sveet
revenge is 8$follows: (I'll leave the
Cummings,Herb and Barbera. alone; they
alrea<lyhave to live with their surname.)
For the fair (if not ba<llymistaken)
judges

-- James Boren,

Peter London, and

Susan Steele, <lisqualifications are in or<ler.
I am too familiar with all of them and such
nepotism shoul<lnot be tolerate<lin
contests. I mean, whenever anyone 8$ksif
I know Jim Boren (read Boring), I reply,
"Yes,he is!"Asfor Peter, we go back a long
way together. Why, I remember Peter
when you could borrow his comb and his
hair cream wasn't "Turtle Wax". An<l
especially Susan should have been
<lisqualifie<l.I mean, I once challenge<lher
to a virginity contest, until I found out, she
ha<lnothing to lose!

An<lfor the rest, I hav"e<lestructe<ll
constructed the following tribute:
TAASPis an organization,
cre<libi1ityis what we 'WIlt
With names like Park, and fine,
an<lChick,
ve should have stuck with Kant.
Sutton-Smith they say
Nowhe's the key,
Weall know him as Brian,
We'<Ieven be willing to listen to him
If he vasn't alva~ 'crian'.
Toldto us by Gershon Legman,
his name is much 'mistaken "
for he's a 'titman', through &
through
It's obvious he's so confused
For as a chi1<1,vas much abuse<l.
Larry Wil<le'sthe chi1<1
Who 'IN'Sntson stage to make it
Don Nilsen says he loves his wife
but when in bed, she fakes it.

Actually, however, I appreciated the
opportunity to be among so many cunning
linguists who so firmly believe that on~
you get past the smell, you've got it licke<l!!
Asapart-time member of WHIMand a
full-time member ofTAASP,that must mean
that I belong either with WHIMP'sor to that
F'in TAASP!!

All wrathful retribution 8$ide,the poem
by Lynne Savage, which follows, echoes my
sentiments more realistically, toftrd
relinquishing the Newsletter Editorship.
AChance to be Atone!
by
Lynne Savage
7340fern Avenue
Niagara Falts, Ontario
L2G5H2 CANADA
I do not 'IN'Sntto bore you,
As I'm sitting here before you,
So I'll quickly read my lilting tittle verse
I've got tips for the consumerWith an addedtouch of humour-
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WHIM Humor Conference attracts nearly 1 ,000
Nearly 1,000 peopleattendedtheWorld
Humor and Irony Membership (WHIM)
Conference at ASU March 28 throughApril
1.
. The session, focusing on American
Humor, also drew 150 presenters who discussed topics ranging from "Humor Under
.constraints" to "Erotic Adolescent Folk
Humor."
Dan Ritchard, president of the Serious
Organization for Unfunny Responses
(SOUR) won the fourth annual Larry Wilde
joke-telling contest. March 31 at Tempe's
Holiday Inn.
ASU liberal arts senior Claudia Foy, a
deaf student from Glendale, was the runnerup. Ann Narie Guilmette, editor of the
TAASP (The Association for the Anthropological Study of Play) Newsletterfinished
third.

Don Nilsen, professor of English at ASU
and conference chair, said the three minute
performances were all visual in content and
would suffer in translation to a written
medium. As a result, Insight is unable to
relate any of the winning jokes.

Contest judges were James Boren, pres'~ctually, the presenters told a series of
ident of InternationalAssociation of Profes- jokes in their three-minute stint," Nilsen
sional Bureaucrats, a Washington, D.C. or- said. "The winner is a ventriliquist who
ganization that satirizes doublespeak; Peter made the audience believe he was talking
London, president of the Peter Londo.nTal- to a little man inside the microphone."
ent Agency, New Haven, Conn.; and Susan
He added that much of the presentation
Steele, editor of the publication, "Comic was improvisation and verbal play with
Relief."
Larry Wilde, the M.C., and with the audi-

-

ence. Also, much material was in dialect
and involved special body language and
voice effects.
The atmosphere was informal and salty
language was a major aspect of the presentation. Participants were judged on stage
presence and audience reaction.
Nilsen said he was satisfied with this
year's WHIM session and is looking forward
to next year's meeting which will be the
last at ASu. Two dates - March 12 to 15,
1987 and April 1 to 5, 1987 - are being

considered.
In 1988, Purdue University will host the
seventh WHIM meeting. It moves to the
University of Maryland in 1989 and to the
University of Ottawa, Canada in 1990.
"I have mixed feelings about seeing
WHIM go on the road," Nilsen commented.
"The conference, starting in 1981, is now
international in scope and has grown far
beyond my expectations."
He said serving as conference chair is a
tremendously time-consuming task which
has become more complicated as the years
pass.
"It is preventing me from doing other
work," Nilsen revealed. "I like to write and
-.--.-------

that aspect of my career is suffering. I hope
I will be able to concentrate more on writing
and research after WHIM goes on the road. "

Boren, who attacks bureaucratic inefficiency by hurling satiric barbs instead of
blowing whistles, said the WHIM session
was well-organized.
"I've attended a lot of conferences in my
time and organized scores of international
meetings when I worked for the U.S. State
Department," he said. "This conference was
just beautiful. It was fun."
Herb Cummings, president of the
Washington, D.C.-based Workshop Library
of World Humor, a WHIM affiliated group,
says the conference was carefully planned,
ran smoothly and in most cases achieved
excellence.
"It had good balance except for the international aspect. There were no Russian,
Chinese, Indian, Near East or Arab
humorists," he observed. "However, we
will remedy that next yem at ASU when
the WHIM session will truly have an international flavor."
In 1987, Cummings' organization will
co-sponsor the WHIM session. Its theme
will focus on international humor. -JM
. -------

--

---.--
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Onwhat to wear when riding in a hearse
If you're called by the Almighty
And you're "tearing an old nightie,
Youhad best insure it has no rip or tear.
If you're naked when you croak,
Youshould have a handy cloak
And at least some dean or brand new
underwear.

If you're planning on interment,
Rubber boots 'Willbe ensurement
That at least your little feet will be quite
dry.
If you're going for cremation,
Wear a summertime creation
Asthe temperature will be extremely
high!

If your face is pale and ashen,
It is proper and in fashion
For embalmers to apply a colour base.
If mascara you desire
Onthe day that you expire,
Spend those dying moments making up
your face.

Keeping nails well-trimmed and polished
'Tilthe day that you're abolished,
Will show that in appearance you take
pride.
For the hands are always folded
Soembalmers won't be scolded
For the thumb and finger nails they try
to hide.

P~ker up as you are dying
For it's really hard applying
Lipstick to a mouth that's very tightly
dravn.
T~k in that double chin.
Try to wear a little grin.
It's important to look life-like when
you're gone.

If you hair is long and frizzy,
The mortician 'Willbe busy
Ashe tries to please your family and

-

friends
By curling, combing, spraying

-

An<1it may take lots of praying,
If your hair is just a mass of splitting
en<1s.
.

Asyou're nearing the last round-up,
Just before they dig the ground up,
Think of words yoU'dlike engraved upon
your stone.
Like - "Withlove I've been abounded,
By my family, friends.. surrounded.
But I'm glad to have this chance to be
alone!"

Just before you kick the b~ket,
Check each eyebrow and do pl~k it For you really want to look your very
best.
If that well-groomed look you're craving
Take some extra time for shaving

-

For 'Withhairless body few of us are
blesse<1!

I had the most fun preparing this Volume
of the Newsletter. Maybe now, I can get,
rather than taking, my "poetic licence'"
Anvway, I look forward to returning to the
obscurity from which I came. Aswelt
while I may not behave as drastically as
Lynne Savage's poem suggests, I gladly pass
on the Newsletter Editorship to DanHi11i8M.,
and m~h appreciate my new-foun<1
"Chance to be Alone""

Asyou take your final hurdle,
Please remove your panty girdle For this chore is one embalmers can't
endure.
Everyone will see improvement,
Asyou lie there 'Withoutmovement For your bulging tummy will become
obscure.

Contribution. . . DeKoven,B.,Playworkst
2972Clara Drive, Palo Alto,CA,94301 USA

Toyour cleavage..say good-bye.
For it's true that when you die,
They don't prop you up to show that

Getting Serious

great <1ivide!

If you really are concerned
And for bosomsyou have yearned,
Youcan ask that you be tilted to one side.

Asa professional player, I never seem to
stop learning hovto play. I also never

"

seem to stop learninghov to be taken
seriously.
The rest of this p~per is an elaboration of
the above statement. It is my latest attempt
to document vhat I have observed to be a
quantum change in our c1.11ture's
collective
capacities to play "for real".
According to Bateson, a central part of the
experience of play is the ability to
communicate the fact that 'Weare ONLY
playing.
It seems to me that another center for that
same experience is our ability to
communicate the fact that 'Weare NOT
playing.
In other wrds, it seems to me that the stooy
of play and humor co1.11d
actually be seen as
having remarkable credibility, undeniable
social significance, and frankly
commercial appeal. Thosevho learn hova
c1.11ture
plays learn hov a c1.11ture
creates
non-play, i.e. how the c1.11ture
transmits the
models for maturity.
Asany parent can tell you, the
communication of "I am not playing" is an
art as well as survival skill, reqUiring
finesse, clarity, and the 'Willingnessto
scream.
Telling someone vho is playing that you
are not playing and that you don't 'Wishto
play nor do you 'Wishto be considered as an
object of play is often a game in itself.
When 'Wewatch animals at play, 'Weseek
the metacommunication of not-playing as
often as 'Wesee "this is play". The welltimed snarl by a mother coyote, the nonplayful vhacK these define the boundaries
of play are as complex and artful as the
most elaborate frivolity of puppyhood.

behaviors that are most effective in
signalling our non-playerness are those
that are most clearly antithetical to the
behaviors 'Weuse to signal play. Wea<:t
bored, angry, fearful, driven. Welook
serious.
This communication of non-playingness is
so complex that only 'WithCsikszentmihalyi
has there been any serious research into
the possibility that wrk is, for many
people, a<:tuallyan enjoyable experience.
It has been my experience that the
behaviors connected 'Withthe
establishment of being seriously engaged
are in the process of becoming more and
more like those that 'Wehave tradi tionally
used to signal play.
In 1981we moved to California vhere I had
a job as a designer in the soodently
burgeoning field of computer games. I
came as an expert in games, not as a
programmer.
I knev enough about programming to
knov that I co1.11d
use the computer. I came
to the computer as a player. Pong was my
first teacher. Myfirst programmable'
computer vas an Atari 800. All I knev
about programming I learned during the
short period vhen there 'Weren'tenough
games to play.
When I came to the Silicon Valley,games
was business. At that time, it was positively
fashionable to describe one's wrk as play.
The cAbtains of the industry wre jeans
and sneakers.

In the ad1.11t
wrld as our c1.11ture
has it the
ability to communicate one's wrkerhood
can be central to one's survival. If we don't
look like 'We'rewrking, in school. at the
job, 'Weget punished.

This made perfect sense. Mostof the
masters of the technology 'Wereyoung
enough. They 'Weregetting money because
of skills they had developed playing on the
machines that they ha<ito borrow, beg, or
build. They ~'ere self-taught. They 'Were
not only self-made, they 'Wereself-making.
They 'Werehonestly, openly delighted 'With
the toys they had created. Play vas the
thing.

In order to communicate wrkerhood 'We
communicate non-playingness. The

I came to the industry at a time in vhich all
the games 'Weredesigned by programmers,

I

'-

.

not game designers. I came as an advocate
of social games, party games, NewGames,
co-operative games for the myriads. I was
designing games with people who play
alone. Nonetheless, I prospered. I
discovered, and the programmers with
whom I worked discovered that there was a
unique contribution that ve could each
make to the other's efforts.
I also discovered that ve already shared a
very rich connection. Wewere truly
united in our championship of play. We
were living evidence of a new reversal. We
were working players, people who were
undeniably getting paid to do something
that was far less like the vork ve understoodwas work, and far more like play.

(..

When I was a professional edocator,
computers meant Computer Assisted
Instroction or programming. CAI vas
computer-directed drill and practice.
Programming vas non-intuitive and
tedious. In either model,children vere experiencing the computer as an automated,
impersonal, implacable master. The
workful attitude towards the computer
demanded it. This model,the educational
community vas able to embrace.
But with a computer at home and at vork, it
quickly became apparent to me that here
vas an environment in which learning IS
playing. The player is master and the
computer is toy. The relationship, the one
developed in the arcades and at home, this
vas unacceptable to the message "this is
not- play," as spoken by the educational
community.
In my new work community, I discovered
that programmers, perhaps more than any
professional group I had yet encountered,
were true, unabashed now-junkies. They
learned to program the way a child learns
an arcade game. They did not fear the
computer. For them, every failure also
reveals something about how to Win. Their
connection to the computer environment is
a connection to immediate feedbaclc.
All I knew about programming I learned by
playing. Byplaying, I learned to program.

I learned to program by keying-in
computer code so I could playa game. Oddly
enough, it was this experience of learning
I shared with every professional
programmer I met, even the most severely
technical.
The code was in the appendix of a manual
that came Withthe computer. AUI had to
do was transcribe it verbatim, and I would
be able to playagame.
Ofcourse, the first time I tried to make the
program "run", it didn't work. Somewhere,
I had miscopied. So, I had to examine the
code and compare it to what I had typed.
Every comma..every semi-colon had to be
exactly as it was in the code, or it wouldn't
run. So,again I looked, and again I found
another mistake. And on and on. And by
the time that I actual1y go to play the game
I learned an amazing amount about the
computer. And then, after I got bored of
the game, I tried changing a number here
or a letter there to see if I could make the
game do something else. Etc.,etc. Teaching
myself, discovering not so much what the
computer was for, but what I could make
the computer do.
The mass market had its fill of computer
games just as ve vere getting to prodoce
our best work in home/education/arcade
games. The effect of computer games on
redefining the nature of education as notplay is no longer strong enough to support
our efforts.
As I wite this report, I am using the
computer. Though I don't program and
rat'ely play computer games and
infrequently contribute to their design, I
still use the computer most of my vorking
day. I use it as a tool.
The computer gives play to my vork. By
witing on a word processor, I can, when I
need to, play with my vords. I can move
things about, recombine semences,
paragraphs, reconnect ideas, redesign
images. Gather my thoughts.
Using computing pover to "what-if" is yet
another kind of play that is re-defining

"\'i'Ork.Here, too, is the discovery that many
of the bahaviors we have t'estricted from
the realm of "not-play" are once again
called for. The computer creates a
flexibility that is impossible to reproduc::e
on the printed page. It provides for play. it
responds. Anything can be changed. Any
possibility can be explored.

relating to the p1aywmmunity, and that
which allowed me to discover the computer
as a toyful tool combined. I have found a
contt'ibution I can make as a new kind of
player in a kind of game that the business
worMcalls "meeting".

The computer I use, by the way, is a
Macintosh. Living a short distan<:efrom
Apple Computer, I have ha<Jthe fortune to
have had firt-hand access to the evolution
of this technology. The suc::cessof the
Macintosh as a business tool is astooy in
the conflict between the
metacommunication of seriousness and the
metacommunication of play.

I have learned how to help people make a
most empowering reversal by using the
personal computer as a tool to enhance
<:ommunicationin business meetings. I
provide a meeting-enhancement servi<:e.
Using a computer projector, I provide an
e1e<:tt'onicflip-chart with a voice-a<:tivated
inte11igent keyboarder - the person I call
the "Tecretary". The suc::cessof this hightech meeting enhancement is due, in no
small part, to its suc::cessat bringing play to
display.

The computer is extremely powerful. It is
designed to be as user-friendly as a good
videogame. Toallow for intuitive interface.
Toprovide the uninformed user with almost
imme<Jiateaccess to a rich environment for
the manipulation and display of text,
numbers and graphics.

I am not, therefore, presently in the
position to explore the broader implications
of our insights into the nature ofplay/notplay. I am currently flowingly involve<Jon
behalf of Computer- Enhan<:edMeetings.

It is capable of <Joinganything the more
serious-looking business computers can <Jo,
and of doing it with graphic aplomb. But it
doesn't look like a serious business
computer. In fact, as any industry insi<Jer
will tell you, the biggest barrier to the
Macinstosh's suc::cessin the business
environment is that it doesn't look serious
enough. The Macintosh looks and acts too
muc::hlike a toy.

I am therefore more than interested in
looking into your reflections on the
cultural determinents of not-play, on the
impact of the technology on how play/notplay is defined, etc., etc. I had hope<Jto
stimulate a <Jiscussionabout humor an<J
seriousness as well. It seems to me that
many jokes play with a certain "being
serious" metacommunication. I thought
perhaps we coul<Jcommunicate about that
particular meta. I definitely encourage you
to write or call: (415)424-9675.

So,here again is evidence of the cultural
value placed on the metacommunication of
not-play. The Macintosh is a true Silicon
valley machine. It embo<Jiesthe play/work
ethic. It doesn't look like a business
machine, but it can do anything that a
business machine can do,and it can do it
delightfully.. almost intuitively. And..in the
business community of today, the IBM
computer is far more suc::cessful.Harder to
use, but definitely more business-like.
As of this report, I, too, have become more
business-like in my approach to the new
not-play. I have <Jiscovereda new blend of
insights. That which I learned while

Contribution. . .Salamone, frank A..,
Chair, Social Sciences, Elizabeth Seton
College, Yonkers,

N.Y., 10701, U.S.A..

The SocialConstruc::tionof JazzReality
Introduc::tion. It has always been part of
jazzlore that various milieux produc::e
<Jistinct,albeit related, styles. Thus, there
has been "NewOrleans", "KansasCity","East
Coast","Vest Coast","Texas",and other
regional styles of jazz. Certainly, these
regional styles have been related to one
another and were in a sense but dialects of
one jazz i<Jiom.Moreover, it is not unusual

I to find leading exponents of one regional
\", style to be f1'omanother region. Count
Basie,for example, was not from Kansas
City.Hewas from Red Bank, Newjersey.
Thesenon-native proponents of a regional
dialect however, onty serve to strengthen
the hypothesis that social and cultural
milieux shape and limit the expression of
artistic style. Basieunderwent an almost
stylistic sea-change in Kansas City. Again..
as times and locales changed his style
underwent a further adAbtational
evolution. (See Williams 1985:17-37for a
powerful discussion of Basie's music 'Within
its social context.)

(

The fact that people can and do cross
musical boundaries emphasizes the unity of
the jazz idiom amid a rather healthy
diversity. It also provides the researcher
with a method for tracing the relationship
of various jazzsubcultures'With
mainstreamjazzculture as wellas
providing a means for charting the mutual
influence of the individual creative artist
and milieu on one another.
The fact that jazzhasbecomeinternational
and no longer is simply an American art
form opens up exciting realms of research.
(See Billy Taylor's JazzPiano 1982,
especially page 6 where he states, "Jazz,
America's classical music, has, indeed,
become multi-ethnic and multi-national in
usage.") Asan initial contribution toward
that research, I have begun to study two
general jazz worlds: the American and
British. Myinitial goal has been the
uncovering of the mainstream within each
of these traditions. The purpose of that
excavation has been to compare the
general tendencies within each group's
dialect in order to gauge how accurately
these tendencies reflect or react against
tendencies within their own "dominant"
cultures. Afurther research effort would
require systematic study of each of the
dialectsof the jazzidiomand analysis of
their relationship with dominant elements
within the jazzmainstream. In fact
Radano's current research holds pt'omise
that such an effort not only can be
undertaken bUttha.tdoing so wouldindeed
prove worthwhile (Radano 1985:71-79),

In this work, I simply set out to sketch the
broad outlines of the type of mainstream
jazzperformedin Londonand NewYork.
In fact, I draw heavily on the performance
of American musicians within Great Britain
for some of the material in the conclusions
of the paper. By no means do I pretend that
this broad sketch is a total picture of the
"scene" in either NewYork or London. I do,
however, maintain that it is accurate in its
broad outline.
Methodology".In a sense I have been
researching jazzsince I wasaboutten
years old. My father's brother brought me
along with him one night to pick up some
neighbors who were listening to music in a
Rochester..NY.nightclub, the GoldenGrill.
Because I was underage, I had to 'Waitin the
lobby. But I could still hear the music
pouring out of the club. Transfixed, I
demanded of my uncle, "Whatis that music
called?" Laughing, he told me that it was
Dixielandand the group playing it was
called the DixielandRamblers. Gently, he
reminded me that it was time to leaye.
Reluctantly, I did so, but I vented to stay for
more and never vented the music to stop.
Even today, I never vent the music to end.
In a sense, I have never left the lobby of
that club.
It is important to point out that although
my taste in music has changed over the
ensuing decades, I am still a commited
observer. Although I trust that I am fair, I
have my favorites and those whom I do not
like. Part of my research has led me into
producinga cable jazzshow,teaching a
course on jazz,booking a live jazzseries
and acquiring funding to do so. In addition,
I have a weekly jazz show. In addition, of
course, I mingle 'Withmusicians, interview
them and in other respects follow other
canons of traditional anthropological
parti cipan t-observation research.
In,1eed,it was in the midst of an effort to
overcome my bias against British jazz that
the idea for this paper came to me. I had
been to Great Britain numerous times but
had never been to a jazzclub there, bUt
'Withone exception. Like many other

tourists, I had gone to Ronnie Scmt's. That
was in 1973and I must confess.that my
feelings were somewhat prejudiced against
jazz in Britain. However, since a good
friend, Ali Ryerson, a jazz flutist had
rec01'deda fine jazz album in Britain and
had praised the British musicians who
appeared on the album, I felt that in the
in terests of fairness I had to hear some
British jazz. Armed with a list of phone
numbers and possible locales, I wryly
began my od~sey.

the record". As in any other type of
research constant integrity is its own
reward. Being on the scene helps. My only
point here is that there is an imbalance in
my kno'W1edgeof the t1:'Oscenes and my
involvement in each of them that must be
taken in to account in 83sessing this paper.
Points of Comp'arison. There are a numbet'
of are83 in which the American and
British jazz scenescan be compared:styles
of performance, settings, audiences,
ambiance, and interactions between
performers and audiences. There are, of
course other valid are83 but their
exploration wouldrequire a far more
detailed exploration and exposition than
space allows.

Myintrodoction to British jazz was
fortui tous. I called one of the c1ubs she had
recommended, Pizza-on-the-Park. I
thought I wouldspend a quiet couple of
minutes writing post cards and then get to
bed early. Suddenly, I put 83idemy post
cards, Italian sparkling vater and fatigue
and began to listen to the blind pianist who
sat at one of the grand pianos. At the end of
the set I went to his table to tell him how
moch I enjoyed his playing. I had expected
a brief exchange, bUthe and his friend
asked me to sit down. That was how I met
my friend and "chief informant", Mattie
Ross. Moch of what I was and learned I did
so because of the influence of Mattie.

In contr83t with American groups, there is
a rather un usual mixing of styles in BriUsh
groups. The PizzaExpress AUStars in
London, for example, feature a rather
modern trombonist RoyWi11iams,while
also using swing and Dixielandrifts behind
soloists.
Their repertoire also ranges from early
Dixiethrough Big Band songs to modern
compositions, a rather unusual mixture in
the United States. Onone occ83ionthey
were joind by Milt Hinton, a venerable 75
year old American b83Sist.

But there were others who also took the
time and trouble to talk to me about the
British scene. Indeed, musicians and fans
in Britain are, if anything, more open than
those in the United States. Perhaps, they
are less "interviewed-out" than those in the
United States. (SeeBaiUett1985:171for a
discussion pertaining to musicians of Roy
Eldridge's generation.) Thus, although my
time in Britain was relatively short I did
double-check my conclusions with those
who know the scene well.

Milt's performance encapsulated the
strengths and weaknesses of the scene. The
group played well behind him and Milt W83
at the top of his form. But it was obvious
that he was co83ting and not feeling
challenged to his fullest powers. My
impression was supported by Milt's
performance a few da~ later when I heard
him in performance in Edinburgh with a
. rather strange 83sortment of American
musicians, strange in the sense of the
diversity of their styles. There Ray
Bryant's piano playing pushed Milt to a
superb performance. As one British pianist
said, "TheAmerican musicians alvays have
the courage of their (;onvi(;tions,even, or
especially, when they're wrong. They can
carry it oft. WeBritish musicians are
alvays a bit timid, especially in the face of
Americans who are 'the real thing'." I

In contr83t 83 I have indicated, my time in
the United States h83 been long. My
intensive studyof jazz83morethan a fan
h83now reached one year. My informal
study h83 p83sedthirty-five. I have met
hundreds of major figures and seen
thousands in performance at one time or
other. There are few whom I have not been
privileged to meet. Mostare quite open.
The more difticult people to interview on
tape are often the e83iestto speak with "oft
10
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shall return 10this point in the conclusion,
for it is of analytic value.
The rather motley collection of American
musicians was one that wouldbe found in
NewYork only at the now demolished and
lamented EddieCondon's,a club known for
its openness to the casual jam session and
its encouragement of styUstic mixtUre.
Their performance, however, nicely
illustrates the stylistic difference between
British and American performances and
performers. Both groups, the PizzaExpress
All Stars and the Ray Bryant All Stars,
mixed styles. Indeed, when I discussed the
personnel of the American group with
Frank Foster in order to obtain his
assessment..he simply laughed and asked
me ho~' they sounded, for he said he could
not imagine that combination but he would
pay to hear it.
The group consisted of Ray Bryant on
piano; Milt Hinton, bass; Carl Fontana,
trombone; Spanky Davis,trumpet; Gus
Johnson, drums; and BoodyTate,sexaphone.
It ~'8Sa mixture of venerable swing
musicians, Hinton, Tateand Johnson; with
an early bop pioneer, Fontana.:and more
recent bop-influenced performers, Bryant
and Davis. It was more racially integrated
than the average American group. Bryant..
johnson, Hinton, and Tate are black while
the other three members are white. The
common language of the group was bop NOT
swing. It was a modified bop to be sure, for
Bryant is a very swinging pianist with a

strong 1:>1ues feeling. Moreoverthese
musicians have obviously listened to more
contemporary movements in music and
have incorporated these into their
performance.
The group's manner was veryrelexed,
almost casual. They knew they were deeply
appreciated and managed to convey an
impression of total confidence. Indeed,
they appeared to know that they were the
best the festival had to offer that night
among all the international performances
and that they ~'ere, perhaps, the only
group that was not concerned with getting
it perfect. The European performers, by
and large, treated jazz as if it were classical

music in the European sense; that is,
something to be preserved in aspic and
played totally faithfully to the composer's
wishes. Since jazz is a performer's art..the
soloist is the composer, even when, or
especially when, improvising. The
Europeans have begun to render faithful
imitations of the original performances,
down to the least vibrato of an improvised
solo. OneEuropean band played the late
King Oliver's repertoire more faithfully
than Joe Oliver ever played it himself.
In contrast the Americans expressed in
their playing an attitude often expressed in
intervie'VS by American jazz musicians;
namely, that jazz has to be a bit ragged, a
lit11edirty. It has to at least appear
spontaneous, and that means that at least in
live performance there must be "mistakes".
Suspense is a big part of any live
performance. Acertain reckless abandon
marks many performances, certainl l' those
of pick-up groups.
The Bryant All Stars, in fact..came out
swinging. They obviously had f\Ut and
gave the impression that they were sure of
what they were doing. "Errors" were
simply cause for amusement among the
musicians and gave impetus to brilliant
recoveries. The tunes chosen belong to the
mainstream of jazz. None was from any of
the Dixielandstyles. The two or three
swing songs were associated with the Basie
band and allowed former Basiesazaphonist
BuddyTatemoments in the limelight. In
contrast with the PizzaExpress group, there
~'8Salmost no ensemble riffing behind
soloists. The rhythm section supported any
horn soloist so that except for opening and
closing sections, the septet was generally a
quartet or trio.
In contrast.. even though the PizzaExpress
All Stars had fun, they seemed a bit too
correct. Their common language was
swing and not bop. Their music was often
rather derivative, even Roy Williams,who
in another setting would be a very modern
trombonist indeed, often held back full
development of his ideas in deference to his
British audience.

The BrHish audience, in fact, <loesconsu'ain
the type of performance a musician gives.
In fact, jazzmusiciansare unusually
attuned to the moodof their aooiences. "In
many C8$esthe kinesthetics of jazzhave
been directly related to the place where the
performance occurred an<lthe response of
the aooience . .. a smallroommight
pro<lucea more sub<lue<l
interaction
betweenthe jazzmusician an<lthe
audience". (Taylor 1982:7). Thus, it is
important to provide some 8$sessment of
the British audience. It is, in general, an
audience that h8$ jumped over the Bop
Revolution an<lwent into the Coolperio<l. It
is also an aooience given to fierce loyalty to
various musicians an<lstyles, expressed
through the presence of various societies
that meet perio<licallyan<lfrequently. It is,
therefore, significant that although there
are LouisArmstrong, Bing Crosby,Duke
Ellington, and even Al jolsen societies
there are no Charlie Parker, DizzyGillespie
or Theolonious Monk ones. Indeed, there is
a strong hostility against Bopon the part of
many British fans.
Such a state of affairs strikes American
musicians 8$strange. Frank Foster sai<l, "I
can understand that only one sax player is
playing Coltrane, but how can Parker be so
neglected?!" There are, of course, bop
influence<lmusicians in Britain an<l
anyone playing "cool"music h8$ been,
even unknowingly, influence<l by the bop
revolution. What is interesting is that forty
years later there is such open hostility to
the purer fot'm of the music that
revolutionize<ljazz. Musicians who are too
openly "boppish" will be shunned. Of
course, what is true for bop is even more
forcefully true of the jazz protest music of
the sixties, a.music that h8$ never been
overly popular even amongAmericanjazz
fans an<lwhose work h8$ entered the
mainstream onlv in watered down versions
(Ra<lano1985). .
The British jazzaudience,therefore, is
rather clannish and seeks rather
pre<lictableple8$ures from its performers.
It is also more of a sociable gathering. The
atmosphere is one of gathering for a goo<l
time rather than one of gathering for new

intellectual stimulation. The ple8$ure
comes through the repetition of
ple8$ureab1eexperiences; these ten<lto be
familiar and constant. In turn, the
au<liencedemands the same from its local
heroes. It allo~ more elbow room to
Americans,but, then, Americans, almost
any American, is deemed to be an innovator
an<lthe source of the music.
There are sources for change within
British jazz. These tend to be on the fringe
of the scene. The same, of course, holds
true for American jazz. The point is that
the British tend to be at le8$ta generation
behind. Unfortunately, my explorations
into that world were limited. Twobrief
examples, however, suffice for illustrative
purposes.
In Harrow, I met a musician who is current
with the latest mo'Y~mentsin jazz. Hedoes
not..however, make his living through
performing. Instead, he owns a record
shop and provides his customers with
personalized service and access to
intet'national jazzlabels. In the evenings,
he works one night stands, anothei' feature
of the British scene. Very rarely are groups
bookedfor more than one evening per
week. Even the weeken<lsees a change in
personnel. Al Merritt is no exception to the
rule, then, in his work habits.
He is, however, rare in his kno~1edge an<l
love for the bop period in jazz.Mostof the
time, nevertheless, is spent perfOi'ming
with groups more in the British
mainstream. Within that context, he can
and doesexpress himself. In fact, on the
evening I saw him play, he was not part of
the group but only sat in. Hisdifference
from the other performers was quite
marked and emph8$izedthe fact that the
American mainstream is the British
aV8nte-garde. The fact that he was not
booke<lto play that evening is of some
significance.
Onone other occ8$ion..I heard modern
playing. It was in a club owne<lby Peter
Ind, an outstanding b8$sistwho worked
with many top American groups until his
return to England. The club features a
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different variety of Afro-American music
each night in an effort to build an audience
for "pure jazz". Onthe night I attended, a
form of music called "5oca",for Soul
Calypso,was being played. The group was
Kalab8$h. The audience was loudly
appreciative and had come to dance. I
expected a spirited and cliche-ridden
Caribbean variety of music. What I got was
quite different.

"cl8$sicalmusic". Incre8$ingly, one hears
jazz referred to 8$America's cl8$sicalmusic
(Taylor 1982:8). ToAmericans that phr8$e
simplyrefers to the needfor jazzto gain
more respect in the land of its origins. It is
an indictment of the lowesteem in which it
is generally held and a rallying cry to gain
it more respect. It also is an argument for
it to be accepted on its own terms even
while gaining a place in the conservatory.

The group members are warm and wryly
witty. Exceptfor the two female horn
players, who are there for the variety and
ornamentation they provide, the members
are from Granada. The leader plays
keyboards and grew up listening to jazzon
the voice of America. He is familiar with
the music of Monk and CoUraneand
incorporates their ide8$into the throbbing
beat and social commentary of his version
of Soca. Hisgoal is to bring young people
into jazz through familiarizing them with
its vocabulary under the guise of music
they can dance to. It appeared strange at
first that one of the very few places to offer
relatively advanced jazz in Britain was one
featuring young calypso playing
Granadans. But on further reflection it
appeared quite logical, for jazz indeed h8$
alwys come out of the contact of AfroAmerican with European culture and
reflects their interpretation and response
to it.

Tosome extent it h8$ been a successful
rallying cry. Jazzh8$ for some time been
taught in conservatories and colleges.
Thereare coursesin jazzsociologyand
history. There are serious academic
journals dedicated to its study. In sum, it is
not novel for jazzto be taken seriouslyin
the United States on its own terms. Those
terms include the cultural belief that
improvisation must be part of any jazz
performance, no matter how rehearsed it
may in fact be.

Conclusions. Even such a broad sketch 8$
this reveals are8$ of significance reflected
in the difference between British and
Americanjazz.Obviously,both varieties
are jazz. They are understood 8$such by
fans from either culture. The British
audiences had no trouble identifying the
American All Stars 8$performing jazz. I
had no difficulty in doing so with the
fifteen or so groups whom I saw. Even
when buried in a related art form, I could
e8$i1yrecognize the jazzrootsin Socamusic
and identified them quite accurately. The
styles, or dialects, are different. The b8$ic
language is the same.
A key to the b8$icdifferences bet~en the
two mainstreams lies in the identification
of what is meant by considering jazz a

In Britain, in contr8$t, the term "cl8$sical"
h8$ a different connotation. It carries with
it the meaning of performed in a particular
manner. Although improvisation is
expected. It is rather standardized and
predictable improvisation. Moreover, more
spectacular crowd ple8$ing effects are
calledfor trumpet high notes, complex
pS$Sages,etc. These tend not to be
improvised so much 8$packaged and pulled
out for admiration. It is significant that
there are no courses on the sociology of
jazz,no regular conservatory courses except summer one, and no academic jazz
journal in Britain. It is further part of the
British and continental interpretation of
cl8$sical that groups performing authentic
imitations of early jazzfigures on period
instruments are so popular and a feature of
jazz festivals. Such performances rival the
a~ with which European cl8$sica1
composers are treated and are more appropriate for a dead than a living art form.
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In contr8$t with the sometimesovert treatment of jazz 8$a period art of even a
museum piece is the American attitude in
which it is indeed a performer's art and
even set pieces are supposed to sound
improvised and spur of the moment. The

question of improvisation is, in fact a
thorny one. Suffice it to say here that it is
a boundary maker of great symbolic
valence in American jazz. In fact much
improvisation is thought out ahead of time
and pulled out at the right time. Oneway to
give the impression of improvisation is to
be a bit "dirty" in one's playing and to
reco'\rer, as a high rope walker appears to
do, from a potentially dangerous, but often
well-planned slip. The more familiar the
material, the more calculated the slip.
The relaxed attitu<1emost American
performers convey is also part of the
image. Even the most presumably staid
groups, like the Modern JazzQuartet often
poke fun at their image. Milt Jackson, the
brilliant vipraphonist communicates via
body language his bemusement and
amusement with the vhole neo-classical
charade the group puts on. The music
itself, in contract with the self-consciously
sedate and stiff impression conveyed,
leading many jazz ciritics and fans to
suspect that the quartet is gently putting
them on.
Whether they really are having fun or not
the general presentation of most American
groups is that they are and that they are
relaxed in so doing. I am, remember,
speaking here about the mainstream, not
the avant-garde. Avant-garde's rarely
admit to having fun. Mainstream American
musicians tend to communicate directly
with their au<1iences,play familiar enough
compositions, increasingly of their own
composing, and generate an air of casual
competence.
Amet'ican jazzau<1iencestend to be in the
kno'W'.They do not come to joke around.
Such behaviour is definitely considered
old-fashioned or indicative of one who is
not 8.true fan. They tend to view the
British enthusiasm as a bit naive, especially
when extended to any American musicia!l.
As one grateful but puzzledAmerican
musician said, "I really appreciated my
reception but I am not a big name. What
happened vas that the British feel that any
American performer must be authentic,
espedallya black one. Someover-the-hill

and a"W1'u1
players get great receptions
while somegood British musicians are
neglected."
America..then, is regarded as the Holy
Land. Solong as developments in the music
are not too su<1denthey will be accepted as
HolyWrit in Britain. Bopwas rejected
because it appeared to have come from nowhere. WorldWa!'II and the USrecording
ban masked the links between bop and
earlier forms of music. Moreover, bop was
associated with race pride and, therefore,
was perceived as threatening to many.
Such a situation can only keep the
mainstream a generation or so behind in
Britain. Thus, vhat is the "fringe" in
Britain is basically in the American mainstream.
The relationship, or dialogue, between the
United States and British jazz communities
is familiar enough in any situation where
there is dealing with relations between the
center and periphery. The rather touching
but ultimately self-defeating homage
tovard American musicians, which masks
some hostility, can only hold back the
developmentof a progressiveBritish jazz.
The presence of jazzinfluenced Caribbean
musicians, however, holds great promise
for the future. These musicians are in
touch with jazz'sAfrican rootsand do
indeed come from a milieu similar to that in
which jazzin the United States progresses.
They are not afraid to comment critically
and with humor on the pressing social
issues of the day, and that very irreverance
is a hallmark of jazz. If jazzhascometo
symbolize freedom a!}dexperimentation,
then the ease and grace with which Soca
musicians perform may hold the key to a
moreindigenousdialectof jazzwithin Great
Britain.
It is essential to note that the structure and

practice of jazz in both countries reflects,
in broad outline at least the overall
structure and process of society itself. In
Great Britain there is a formality to a jazz
performance that is usually lacking in the
Untted States. If there is a degree of formality, it is usually carried off with a touch of
self-mockery. There is a hierarchy of
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the bitterness that is so much apart of the
professional scene is understandable.

performers, Iisort of old boy network, that
is more honored in the breach than in the
observance in the United States. Although
someof the great performers of the art are
honored in the United States, it is often
when they are past their peak. Moreover,
there is a kind of open season on almost
anyone who reaches star status in the
United States.

Therefore, the real royalty tend to hide
their status as traditional priests do. Duke
Ellington, CountBasie,LouisArmstrong,
DizzyGillespie,et al., tended to hide their
royal status behind informality. These
giants, moreover, all shared an ability to
coopt "radicals" within their music. Dizzyis
still doing so. This dynamic provides an
impetus for the stability and change of jazz,
a reflection of American society itself.

Challenge to authority is part of the system
in American jazz. It is expected and
predictable that anyone on top must watch
out for the new gunslinger in town. A
type of adversary system prevails, but it is
one that is mitigated somewhat by a masterapprentice relationship that develops
across generations. There is also a
grudging respect for the new star who can
displace the old lion. The rites of passage
are rigid and known and one's manhood
must be proven for all to see.

~

Finally,in placeof the "oldboynetwork" .
that prevails within British jazz,there is
the fact of American race relations. jazz is
culturally black within the United States.
That is not to deny the contributions made
by many white musicians. Nor does it in
any way argue against the fact that most of
the money in the field winds up in white
hands - musicians, agents, promoters. The
ethos of the music is black. Its standards of
performance are black and the judgement
of those performances equa11yderive from
the black American experience.

In Great Britain there is no expectation that
anything new will develop anywhere else
but in the United States. British musicians,
by and large, view themselves as conservators of the music, guardians holding the
fort un tit something new develops in
America. In America..the expectation is the
opposite. Indeed, the myth prevails that
something new is produced at every
session. In the backstage area..howev-er,
musicians are quite honest in pointing out
that the magic occurs rarely and that it
strikes when it wills through them. Their
job is to work hard, be goodcraftsmen, and
to be ready to receive the spirit and let it
speak through them. It is a perspective the
British wouldfind rather odd.

jazz, in its most creative aspect is a contin ua1commentary on American culture
and the black man's place '\I;'ithinthat
system as he perceives it. For a white man
to survive and be accepted within the
mainstream of jazz, then.. he has to be or
become culturally black. The curious phenomenon sometimes arises of some whites
being more culturally black than many
black musicians..for contrary to popular
opinion most jazzmusicianscomefrom the
middle class and are well-trained in music.
Mere popularity does not ensure
acceptance within the mainstream of jazz,
indeed it often hinders it. What does ensure
acceptance is the ability to tell one's own
story no matter what the cost and to relate
that story to the overall American situation
of which one is a part.

There is a pretext then, in American jazz
that set pieces are foreign to the spirit of
the music. Informality, or a show of the
same, prevails. Talent alone is supposed to
matter in the music. There is a general
reluctance to put down a fellow performer
for general consumption, among outsiders.
Ho"W'ever
then, is a brutal honesty,
bordering on bitchiness, within the
confines of the backstage area. Since so
many very talented musicians must live
never to get a taste of fame while patently
less talented youngsters steal the limelight

In Americanjazzis a living and integral
part of American culture. It thrives most it
seems, when it is most neglected by the
mass audience, for its creative flow needs
distance even while its performers do thirst
after recognition. Rejection feeds their
,~

perception of'Americenlif'e. In Britain jazz
is en import en<Ja symbol of'Americenlif'e.
It is treate<Jas a museum piece and ret1ects
British life in the rather reserve<Jmenner
in which it is performe<J. The <Jeference
en<Jcare with which it is <Jeserve<Jly
treate<J,however, often saps it neede<J
anger which rules its very creative soul.
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Deceitend DecepJion: In Search of a
Human Releasor Mechanism.
Deceit as conceptualize<Jin this paper, <Joes
not refer to untruths ol'lying. Neither,
<Joesdeceit refer to contradiction. Play
permits the in<Jividualto be that which
(s)he is not. The focus of this paper is on
<Jeceitand <Jeceptionwhich originate in
incongruity. By incongruity, we mean, the
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r ra<jicalreconstruction of what appears to
'-.. be happening takes place.

Metaphor, one fol'm of <jeceptionin
language, represents a communicative
<jevicewhich instructs at the
metacommunicative level the participants
8$ to how to structure the play context.
Extendedand cumulative play relationships
involve a series of negotiations which
establish intimacy. Intimacy (Alford..
1981),<jegreeof frien<jUness (Tsang, 1981),
or being defined 8$a membel' of the
ingroup, all guarantee an accurate
interpretation of norms. Bowman (1980)
argues that <jeceptions(in the form of
practical jokes) are usually limited to close
frien<jsan<jfamily members. AsAlfor<j
(1981)argues, the intimacy of two persons
creates a secure (i.e., non-threatening)
social climate in which people can step out
of their or<jinary roles. For example: I
befriended three Cree Indian children in
Split Lake, Manitoba. During Halloween (a
festive occ8$ionof great importance), these
girls came to my door for the usual trick or
treat. I did not know beforehand what
costumes they woul<jbe wearing, 8$it is
considered taboo to reveal this information
to anyone; yet I was able to recognize them
because of their metacommur.dcative
signals--giggles, tone of voice,
pronunciation of my name, winking
behind their m8$ks,and in part, their
clothing. I maintained their pretense or
disguises and allowed myself to be deceived.
I would have disgraced them amongst their
friends, had I revealed the slightest
indication ofrecogmtion. The prior ingroup contact estab1ishM with these
children became an important signalling
device, through which play could be
achieved. The characteristics which are
shared by the participants in a
deceit/<jeception exchange represent one
mechanism through which incongrui tv
operates.

Bowman(1980)argues that in order for
<jeceitor <jeceptionto be regar<je<j8$play..
the signals need to be explicit and
unambiguous; just 8$with rele8$or
mechanisms, Tingergen (1951)argues that
they serve to vali<jateactivity. However,
counter to Bowmanand Tinbergen, play
signals can be ambiguous, provided they
are nonthreatening. Rothbart (1973)
provi<jesevi<jencein the humour literature
that ambiguous or incongruous messages
which are nonthreatening provide a
potential source for humour.

11
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Alford (1979)regards humour 8$a form of
play; one which is <jefined8$the
perception of a nonserious violation of
salient expectations. Again, though, play
in the form of deceit may be a very serious
violation of salient expectations,
nevertheless, a violation which will
continue to be regar<je<j8$play only 8$
long 8$it remains nonthreatening. In
<jeceit, then, we <jonot strive for clearer
and clearer representations ofre61ity, yet,
our message must avoMcontra<jiction. The
situation becomes paradoxical in the sense
of playing with us.
AsBateson (1972),Garfinkel (1967),an<j
Goffman (1974)seem to suggest, the mutual
un<jerstanding of social norms is
imperative. However, 8$Poincare (1952)
maintains: "The<jefinitionof what is
normative is based on neither synthetic a
priori intuitions nor experimental facts-they are conventions. Ourchoices among
all possible conventions are guMe<jby
experimental facts but they remain free
an<jare only limite<jby the necessity of
avoiding contradiction". The young child's
play is not just an occ8$ionto explore a
world of pretense, but also represents an
early lesson in the establishment and
embellishment of social norms (i.e., we
become socialize<jin the process). To
return to our earlier question: Howand
when <jo<jeceitan<j<jeceptioncome to be
regarded as play?

Sofar, we have discussed how intimacy
leads to play, and we recognize also that
play leads to further intimacy; just 8$play
sometimes serves the function of social
control, while other times that of social
change. The circularity of these statements
suggest that intimacy alone cannot supply
sufficiently the answer to our question.
another variable, not to be overlooked,
17

are generated by the case of inv'Oluntary
non -conformity.

involves contextual characteristics. Tsang
(1981) suggests that there is a three-va:..,
interaction between ojegreeof frienojliness,
degree of realism, and the extremityofthe
insult which renders a non-literal pseoooinsulting (deceptive) interpretation of an
objectively insulting remark.

LaFave and Teeley's (1967)involuntary
non-conformity model (with its basis in the
socially accepted, the normative) now has
an evolutionary base linked to deception
generally and self-deception specifkally.
Here, we argue for the importance of these
same mechanisms to promote the
organism's ability to render such activities
playful, or to assist the organism in
avoiding costly (i.e., destructive) mistakes.

The context in which deceit or deception
occurs provides cues which help to define
play. The importance of understanojing the
sodal norms is established again, as in my
example, the fact that the occasion in
question was Halloween, a priori allowed
me to establish a play frame. However,as
Bowman(1980)demonstrates, disputes may
arise concerning the appropriateness of a
playful definition when groups are in
conflict or individuals are members of the
outgroup. Victims of deceit (practical
jokes) get angry when they are in a
position to dispute the appropriateness of a
playful definition of the situation. For
instance: Afamily of Vietnamese
immigrants arrived in Southern Ontario on
October30, 1980. Follo'flingthe October31st
Halloween festivities, their contact person
found them hoodled in one room, terrified
for their lives. At the metacommunicative
leveL the statement "that's not funny"
inojicatesan unacceptable (Le.,
threatening) violation of a social norm.

Onesuch mechanism is the recognition of
the play cue.."this is play". This
mechanism remains vital by providing us a
means of avoiding serious and even lifethreatening errors. Since Mannell and
Duthie (1975)have shown that habit lag
occurs whenever one ceases to monitor the
external environment clearly, any cue or
signal which causes an individual's arousal
level to decrease or increase beyond a
certain point will lead to habit lag and
involuntary nonconformity. StressfUl
situations, on the other hand, those which
put pressure on an individual, 'fIill
diminish incidental learning simply
because our perceptual attention is
focussed on, and presumably exhausted by
the task at hand. Stress, may be easily
induced socially. Consider for example a
new teacher addressing the class. "Now
children, I have written my name --Miss
Prussyon the board. Remember it as Pussy
with an R". Nextday, she asks the class,
"Whocan remember my name?" Little
Ernie's reply, "Yes,your name is Miss
Crunt", is an example of involuntary nonconformity or habit lag. As La Fave and
Teeley (1967)argue, habit lag is the
reproduction of automated responses whi<:h
are incompatible with the current
situation. In an attempt to economize our
efforts, we become targets for error--our
own self-deception.

As human beings, we employ these
metacommunicative messages in much the
same manner as animals employ releasor
mechanisms. In deceptive situations, our
comments "You're not serious!"or "Areyou
joking?" or "Thisis play", all serve as
means of interpreting a situation .
However, we cannot strictly apply
biological releasor mechanisms to a
psychological entity. For the ethologists,
selection occurs on the basis of the group-survival of the species. Instead, we wuld
argue.. that the fundamental unit of
selection is the gene. It is the inojividual's
survival which counts. Thus, the
individual's ability to select to emit'and
detect what is play, becomes essential. Yet
some acts (in order not to have them betray
us) involve self-deception. Tw common
forms of self-deception for humans, which
interferes with a clear translation of play,

Stress, in this situation, uses regression
to some previouslylear t atterned
response. Stress also lea s to defense
mechanisms. As Freoo uses the term..these
unconscious processes defend us against
anxiety by distorting reality. Since, they do

~
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not alter reality, they simply change the
way we think about realityan<J thus there
exists this element of self-<Jeception. 'We
often unconsciously <Jistortreality through
humour, as a racial coping mechanism.
The Jews on the way to the gas chamber
showed this <Jenialof the facts, hence the
term 'gallows humour' (Obr<J1ik,
1942).
However, the goal of reducing deception or
reversing this denial process is one of
ren<Jering the unconscious conscious.
Paradoxically, with involuntary nonconformity, the organism attempts the
opposite, to render the conscious
nonconscious. Aprocess which Polya.ni
(1968)calls tacit knowing or
automatization. Consider James' (1980)
remarks: "'Weattempt to make our nervous
system our ally instead of our enemy. The
more details of our daily life we can hand
over to the effortless custody of automatism,
the more our higher powers of mind will be
set free for their own proper work. for
example, if a centipede stopped to think of
how it walks, it would be unable to" (p.12).
There is a further economy of action
suggested by 'Whiting (1969)-- the
expectancy of an act speeds up to the
perception an<Janticipation of appropriate
response. Duthie (1972)argues that
movements in a complex motor sequence
are dependent upon previously established
expectancies, many of which are of social
origin (Le.,arise from human
interactions). Consider the player who is
not merely an individual capable of
consisten t reproduction of well-learned
and automated molecular behavior units,
but one who has blended these molecular
components into molar unity by means of
La Fave's (1972)concept of 'subadditive
fusion'

-- in a 'Waywhich

leaves the

conceptual apparatus free for decisionmaking. Again..economy is generated, as
the whole movement occupies less time
than the sum of the former movements and
during the interval the individual is free to
plan new programs. Chipping off the
corners of molecular components occupies
less time and is essential in the acquisition
of a complexmotor skill as well as the
implementation of such in a game situation.

However, the transformation of motor ski11s
from the molecular to molar level provi<Jes
an explanation for our second form of selfdeception. 'Whydo excellent athletes often
make lousy coaches? They have become
educated idiots

--victims

of their own self-

deception.The economization of their own
efforts inhi bits or prevents the
communication of those ski11sto others,
making for a stressful situation in which
the athletes find themselves re-learning
the skills. AsMannell and DUthie(1975)
explain, anxiety in<Juce<J
by stress serves as
a buffer which helps prevent involuntary-nonconformity error. Stress rather than
in<Jucinginvoluntary nonconformity (as
we suggeste<Jearlier) may serve to prevent
such from occurring --as under stress the
in<Jividualis more likely to monitor
continuously the external
environmentUnfortunately, for the
human organism, continued states of
anxiety may cause a breakdown in other
defense mechanisms, ren<Jering the
individual susceptible to other forms of
attack.
Deceitis clearly fundamental in
communication. However, there exists also
selection processes which equip us to
monitor deception. Weoften emit cues of
which we ourselves are unaware: in
animals, these cues are manifested as
releasor mechanisms-- biological triggers
of recognition; whereas, in humans.. more
typically, these cues are manifested as
metalanguage frames

--psychological

triggers of recognition. Hence, while play
permits the individual to be that which
(s)he is not the un<Jerstandingof play
remains difficult to ascertain, as the
process required for clarity can be cloaked
in self-deception.
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Research in humour, as with play, has
been abundant in recent years. for
instance, TAASPhas held annual meetings
since 1975;every April 1st WHIMmeets in
Tempe,Arizona; the Workshop Library on
WorldHumour publishes an interdisciplinary nevsletter, entitled "American

LaFave, 1. andTeeley.. P. (1967).
Involuntary Nonconformity as a function
of HabitLag, Percep.tual and Motor Skills,

Humour";and there have been five (5)

International Conferences on Humour and
Laughter. There have been several
important books on humour: Goldstein&
McGhee's(1972)Psychology of Humour,
Chapman &Foot's (1976)Humour and
Laughter: Theory, Research and
Applications, and (1977)It's a Funny Thing,

~ 227-234.
Mannell, R. and Duthie, j. H. (1975). Habit
Lag: When Automatizationis
Dysfunctional, Journal of Psychology, ~
71-78.
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Humour, Goldstein&McGhee's (1983--2
volumes) Handbookof Humour Research
(Issues and .Applications),and .Abte's(1985)
Humour and Laughter. .Additionally,
humour has become the focus of topics
courses in psychology, sociology, and
anthropology.
There have been three major theoretical
foci which humour research has investigated: 1) Superiority or Vicarious
Superiority; 2) Incongruity or Interactive
Incongruity; and 3) .Arousalor Tension
Relief. In this paper, these three
(relatively distinct) perspectives represent
humour's trilogy.
Basically..from the work of philosopher
ThomasHobbes (1651>-superiority theory
argues that humour, in which 'Weare
victorious over some loathesome enemy,
vil1 be arising. Middleton (1959)attempted
to experimentally test superiority theory
with black versus white subjects.
Middleton failed by not considering that his
Black subjects could have held pro-White
rather than pro-Black values. Wolff,Smith
and Murray (1934)also attempted to test
superiority theory but used Jews versus
Gentiles as subjects. Wolff,Smith and
Murray also failed as they selected
(unknowingly) a Jewish-alligned Gentile
control group (the Scottish).
La Fave (1961)transformed superiority
theory into vicarious superiority theory,
through a social psychological
interpretation --shifting the focus from
the individual to groups. Bycarefully
controlling for the identification class of
subjects, La Fave (1961)successfully
manipulated vicarious superiority humour.
Thus, vicarious superiority suggests that
amusement results when the "goodguys"
(in-group) win and the "badguys" (outgroup) lose. Through vicarious affiliation,
we feel superior to, a sense of mastery over,
the out-group -- vanquishing its members
in the process.
Examplesfor this disparagement type of
humour are numerous, and frequently.. the
butt (victim) ofthe 'joke' varies with the
degree of vulnerability or lov status that

group has in a particular society. Toavoid
further disparagement of any particular
group, "Green people" will be substituted in
each of the examples.
Question: Howdid "green people"
get to Canada?
Reply: The first one swm. and the
rest walked across on the dead fish.
Question: What do you call a
"green man" with half-a-brain?
Reply: Lucky!
Question: Vhydon't "green
women" purchase XLcars?
Reply: They're so tired of seeing
that same label on their under'Wear!
Question: What do you call a
"green man" in a new car?
Reply: .Athief!
Hence, vicarious superiority humour
serves to deningrate the outgroup. Such
minority groups as the Chinese, Indians,
jews, Polish, Blacks,Newfies,and East
Indians have, at varying times, been the
butt of such humour. Further, such attacks
are rendered more prevalent during
specific societal conditions, especially such
conditions as economic restraint, job
competition and scarcity of resources. .As
.Allport(1958)observes, the love of the
ingroup is often equal to the hatred of the
outgroup. for instance, in Canadian
society, with a rising aged population
becoming a recognizable financial drain
on an a1readyover-burderned economy, a
surgence of anti-elderly put-downs can be
witnessed. For example:
Question: Didyou hear about the
elderly feminist who 'Wentbraless?
Reply: Yes,it took the winkles oUt
of her face!
Question: Didyou hear about the
elderl y man who V8Scharged in
connection with a series of rapes?
Reply: Yes,the charge V8Sassault
with a dead 'Weapon!

--You know how you get herpes or

Mutuma (1976),Issar (1976)and Tsang
(1976)tested violation of expectancy from
social norms employing psychosocial
cultural descriptions for Black Africans,
East Indians, and Chinese, respectively,
versus Canadian Caucasians.

aids? Wellthere is a new dreaded
sexually transmitted disease called
Burlap.
Question: Howdo you get that?
Reply: From sleeping with old
bags.

McGhee(1979)cautions, however, that
very few people really break up..at the
pure (simple) inconguitities which the
violations of expectancy research suggests.
Such "floor effects" have been reported by
Deckers and Kizer (1975).Nerhardt (1975).
and Guilmette (1980)in psychophysical
experiments. When sexual or aggressive
themes are addedto incongruity,
amusement rises greatly. For example:

--A birthday card which reads: Now
that you've gotten so old, you'll have
to give up half of your sex life.
Which half doyou want to give up?
Talking about it or thinking about
it?!
The resentment tovard some potential
force (the elderly) making demands or
taking control. leads to vicarious
superiority humour, which is designed to
perpetuate negative stereotypes and to
ensure that the dominant in-group
maintains the status gYQwhile the minority
out-group remains disadvantaged or
disenfran chised.

}

Question: Howda you tell a blind
man in a nudist colony?
Reply: It's not hard!
Question: What do you call a man
who doesn't use contraceptives?
Reply: Daddy!

The second area of humour research is
derived from incongruity humour theory
which focusses on an individual's ability to
understand, conceptualize, or solve
ju.'napositions of ideas, events, or stimuli.
Originally, incongruity was defined as
inherent in the stimulus situation
(Berlyne, 1972;Sub, 1972;Shultz, 1976)
independent of any interpretation on the
part of the humouree. In Guilmette (1980)
there is a reconceptualization of
incongruity humour as interactive
incongruity, vhich does account for the
humouree. Interactive incongruity is the
conceived violation of expectancy, where
amusement results vhen, by virtue of our
cognitive capacities, we render sense from
the nonsensical or nonsense from the
sensical.

Question: Why do they call camels
ships of the desert?
Reply: Because they're always fil11
of Arab semen!

~

Question: What doyou call a
prostitute with a runny nose?
Reply: Full!
Hence, like the Gestaltrestructuralization of the stimulus which occurs with
figure-ground relationships, individuals
are provided with a sense of mastery in
language and intense joy at one's own
cleverness. Such interactive incongruity
humour seems to pervade achievement
motivation and competency-based societies,
and appears most appealing at the five
humour conferences, suggesting at least an
attempt there at intellectual competency.

Twobasic types of incongruity which
have been examined in the humour
literature are psychophysical and
psychosocial phenomena. Nerhardt (1975).
Deckersand Kizer (1975).and Gerber and
Routh (1975)tested violation of expectancy
from physical norms employing
psychophysical weight-lifting tasks; while

The third primary focus in the humour
literature has been tension release or
arousal. This research has leant itself more
readily to looking at the functions which
humour may serve to alleviate {w}man's
painM existence. Godkewitsch(1972)has
argued that amusement results when we
22
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experien ce a sudden release of tense
energy, a cathartic effect or redU(;tionin
arousal level. The resultant amusement is
said to revitalize the ego and refresh the
human spirit. Dueto the savagely tempestuous times in which we currently live,
there has been a resurgence of what
Obrdlik (1942)called "gallowshumour".
for instance:

taken seriously". McGhee'sremarks
parallel the joking relationship literature
of Radcliffe-Brown (1940),who suggests
that humour is institutionalized in an
attempt to remove threat to permit cultural
approval of the humour and inevitably
provide cohesiveness within a society.
In my observations, humans have
al1flayslived in crisis. In this regard, the
main function of humour appears to have
been compensation. Whether in the
vicious humour of vicarious superiority,
the caustic humour of interactive
incongruity, or the sick humour of tension
relief, humans have sought solace for their
social inequalities, intolerance, self-doubt
fear, and pain.

Question: What do you call a man
with no arms and no legs in a
swimming pool?
ReplT: Bob!
Question: Didyou hear about the
poker game at the leper colony?
ReplT: Yes,somebodythrew a
hand in!

Nevertheless, if our society were to
undergo change so as to remedy these
crises, the impact of sU(;hchanges, on
humour's trilogy, could be terminal. If
ever a true equalization of power or
democratization of society occurs, vi~arious
superiority humour might disappear. Or,if
an expansion of the parameters of social
norms occurs, with a wider acceptance of
behaviours, interactive incongruity
humour might disappear. Or,if an
understanding/empathy for the
pain/suffering/affiictions of our fellow
men/women occurs, tension relief humour
woulddisappear. From these "if ever" perspectives, perhaps we wouldbe better off
without humour.

Question: What do you call an
epileptic in a bowl?
Reply: Aseizure salad!
Question: What kind of wood
doesn't float?
ReplT: Natalie!
Through these tendentious forms of
sadistic humour, we render ourselves
insensitive to the pain and suffering of
others, insulating our delicate sensibilities
against the painful horrors of reality.
When we are most fearful, most personally
threatened, tension or arousal humour
emerges as our most prevalent safeguard or
coping mechanism.

However, un tit sU(;htime as the three
speculations (if evers) above occur, my
recommendation would be that through
remaining atuned to the forms of humour
which per,,"'S.de
society, we can understand
the horrors, struggles, and social
challenges which men and women are
expected to endure and survive.

Another important aspect on which
humour research has been condU(;ted,deals
with the context in which humour occurs
rather than the text of humour itself.
While these three types of humour
(vicarious superiority, in teracti ve
incongruity, and tension relief) are
mutually exclusive, the forms are often
difficult to control in research. Research
on the contextualization of humour covers
the spectrum 01"the trilogy. McGhee(1979)
suggests that attention must be paid to the
importance of "play signals" --cues in the
environment or in the behaviour of others
that communicate to the person pondering
the remark that "this is not a situation to be
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Leisure Studies,Brock University, St.
Catharines, Ontario,L2S3Al, Cana<Ja.
Playing the Horses: AFallacy about
Gambler's Riskiness.
Research into risk-taking activities (rock
climbing, sky-diving, racetrack and casino
gamMing, hang gliding) emphasize the
high degree of risk (to life, limb, status, or
finances) and the absurdity of those daring
young men an<J'WOmenwho pursue such
activities.

(

Skolnick (1979)likened gam1>1ingto other
recreational activities, <Jifferent only in
the degree of moral undesirability of the
activity. Abt and Smith (1983)suggest that
gambling could be considere<Jas an activity
analogous to other forms of mainstream
role-taking. further, McGurrin, Abt, and
Smith (1984)demonstrate that, for the most
part, racetrack gamblers are not
pathological deviants. Hovever, according
to Geertz (1972)and Sutton-Smith (1984),an
ongoing concern with risk-taking
activities occurs at a point when the
assuma1>1e
risk transforms into risk which
is no longer sensible. With racetrackers
such extreme risks (unsensible
risks/gambling addictions) become a
concern when money (a measure of 'WOrth
in democratic civilization) becomes less
important than the action, play itself ( and
Smith, 1983). Such behaviour may be fool
hardy (at least from an
instrumental/functional perspective), but
(as speculations later shall ad<Jress)hardly
foolish.
Influenced by earlier studies (Duthie and
Salter, 1981;Guilmetteand Duthie, 1982;
Guilmetteand McCann, 1984),the purpose
of this research vas to: 1) identify three
levels of risk-takers; 2}distinguish
objective risk-taking from subjective
perceptions of risk-taking; and 3) discover
when risk-taking becomes playful, such
that paradoxically, risk-takers interpret
objectively risky situations as minimally
risky.
The three levels of risk-takers, previously
identified with sky-divers (Duthie and

Salter, 1981),are 1) those who ha,re no
frame perceptions for the activity (nonsky-<Jiven), 2}those who have limited
exposw'e frame perceptions for the activity
(beginning sky-divers), and 3}those who
have extensively <Jevelope<J
frame
perceptions for the activity (experienced
sky-divers). What emerged from the skydiving data (Guilmetteand Duthie, 1982)is
that the perceptions of the <Jegreeof risk in
a particular situation can be altered rather
drastically by the degree of the
participants' involvement/expertise or
ratio of competencies to abilities.
In an effort to distinguish objective risktaking from subjective risk-taking, the
frame perceptions of the participants must
be acknowledged. Whotakes the most risk
in sky-diving? From an objective
interpretation, the experienced jumpet'
takes the greatest risk (more autonomy

--

packing chutes, formation decisions,
greater height to depart airplane; and
decisions, in free fall to open chUte), while
the non-jumper (non-participant) takes
the least risk. Paradoxically, from a
subjective interpretation, the experienced
jumper regards the activity as least risky
(practiced/rehearsed appropriate and
necessary behaviours, knows what they're
doing, has the skills/competencies to
succeed), while the non-jumper regards
the activity as most risky (ludicrous to be
involved, scary, foolish).
In the present study, a horse race betting
game simulation (Wells,1978)vas utilized.
(Guilmetteacknowledges and is grateful for
the recommendation to modify the gaming
context from sky-diving to the horse
racing game simulation. Guilmette
recognizes and appreciates this insightful
and creative adAbtation which originated
with McCannduring a RECL298hc
(Principles of Play and Leisure) seminar,
conducted by McCannand W.Ryan.)
Method

Subjectsvere 24membersof a TAASP
conference session (AdultRisk-Taking,
Washington, D.C.,March, 1985). Prior to the
start of the game, subjects vere asked to

identify their degree of previous
involvement in betting the horses.
Subjects were not informed of the purpose
of the study.

The weaknesses in this exploratory study

are obvious-- too few subjects, arbitrarily

set group parameters.. only one race played,
"play" money, and game simulation.
However, the authors are encouraged from
these and other game simulation trials
(Guilmetteand McCann, (1984)to prclposea
study that would examine "playing the
horses" under more realistic conditions and
with better/bettor control.

Twoplayers were categorized as
experienced horse betters (attended/bet a
horse track more than 20 timest 12players
were categorized as limited experience
gamblers (have attended/bet at a horse
track fewer than 20 times), and 10players
were categorized as non-experienced
betters (never attended/bet at a horse
track). Each participant W$ given $5.00
("play" money) and instructed to wager as
much or as little as their discretion would
allow. Wagers were made on the 4th race.
Following the race, a discussion ensued.

Further, we are most interested in
determining the relationship between play
and the subjective perception of risk.
Perhaps.. as previously suggested (Guilmette
and Duthie, 1982),the development of
competencies and abilities free us from the
perception of risk and allow humans to
discover and explore new realms of play.

Results
Total
Categories D- W~er Pool
10
EE
2
LE
12
32
16
HE
10
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Oneof the tasks confronting editors of a
collection of essays is the maintenance of
quality from a wide variety of authors. In
this collection, edited by Chu, Segrave and
Becker, the chAtters vary from academic
through journalistic to impressionistic.
The common focus of the book is that
United States intercollegiate sport is
currently experiencing a crisis. The
concern of educators about the place of
sport in academic institUtions has surfaced
repeatedly in the last 50 years and still
remains as sport has changed from
serving the needs of the students to
accommodating the financial and publicity
preferences of administrators. The editors
address this issue by choosing to air the
concerns of educators over the pros and
cons of big business sports. The editors
organized the book logically into five main
areas. The first part gives three historical
essays on the development of intercollegiate sport, with Chu's paper offering
additional sociological interpretation.
Part II highlights the abuses and
concerns that aUthors identify as
infiltrating the intercollegiate sports

scene. Boshoft Beezleyand Nyquist discuss
such topics as the determination of the
degree of cheating that is acceptable as a
means of winning.: to them an unethetical
position. Education,to them, should be of
primary importance in an academic
setting. As a coach, Lock attempts to justify
questionable recruiting procedures from
the view of one whose job depends on a
winning season. Hispersonal impressions
contrast to the solid research of, for
example, Beezley. Nyquist's impressive list
of morally questionable practices could
have been better supported by empirical
evidence rather than beliefs such as his
suggestion that 54~~of TexasA&Mfootball team were black but "bets" only 5-1010
of the student body were. Frey's well
documented paper discusses the future
prospects for intercollegiate sport based on
an overview of current problems (e.g.
injuries, academic levels, boosterism,
insurance costs, and the professional
versus the amateur status of the sports).
Carpenter focuses on the legalistic aspects
of compensation for injured players
whereas Rose,in analyzing the vieW8of the
establishment the reformers.. radicals and
sports scholars, is concerned whether the
function of sport is educational or
entertainment
Part III is concerned with the
Governance aspect of intercollegiate sports.
Stern considers two basic questions: what
rules of play should guide competition and
who should be eligible to play? He outlines
the environmental changes that influence
network development but never really
answers the questions he poses. Frey (a
second essay) identifies one problem as
external control of sports and suggests that
institutional control may be recAbtured if
athletics and academics are reintegrated.
Athletics should be financed through state
funds, schedules and championships should
be regionalized, athletics should be
dissociated from professional leagues, and
standards of admission and retention in
academic institutions should be applied
equally to all students.
Massengale and Merriman pose the
question whether athletics should be

further analysis of rele'Y"antissues '\Y'Ould
have addedmore depth.

affiliated '\Yithan academic department or
be totally independent. While outlining
respecti ve viewpoints in areas such as
administrative responsibility, expendable
programs, philosophy and ethics, faculty
evaluation and tenure, budget sources,
academic majors and degree programs, they
avoid drawing any conclusions. Bok'sessay
takes a firm stance in the belief that
control of athletics should be returned to
academic leadership and insists that
presidents must take on the responsibility
to give guidance that will effect changes in
questionable practices promoting the use of
semiprofessional athletes.

Atwo essay subsection on the benefits of
sport to racial minorities ("the Racial
Question") in sport is hardly adequate.
Grundman's essa)o9
neatly links the
changing image of the intercollegiate
sports to the CivilRights movement
relying heavily on popular magazines as
the main resources. Chu and Segrave
outline a case for distinct racial differences
in selecting playing positions but need to
increase their data.
For the last part V, the theme is Reform.
Mostessays consider the importance of
enforcing ethical standards for entrance
requirements and eligibility rules. Most
authors strongly support the concept that
if sport is to have value to an institution it
must be controlled by the President and
have faculty input to regain a closer link
with the educative process. In defining
unethical procedures, such as gambling on
games, intimidation of officials, etc., Boyer
makes suggestions to countet'act these, for
example, insisting faculty must get
involved to protect academic interests,
increasing the severity of penalties for
violations, and soliciting support from the
Boardof Governors. Santomier and Cautilli
also summarize methods for controlling
deviance. Oneinnovative aspect that they
mention is the possibility of using the
media to reinforce ethical values.

Part IV is subdivided into four areas that
provide possible rationalizations for
intercollegiate sport. The papers dealing
with "personal development" of the
individual split between those studying the
correlation between academic achievement
and sport participation and those
concerned with the age old debate over
whether activity contributes to character
formation or whether a pre-established
character chooses to participate more
successfully in a competitive environment.
Mosttend to ignore the fact that although
they concede that an educated person
should be competent physically as well as
mentally this somehow loses its point when
the majority of students are not involved in
playing but simply observe competitive
games. In a small subsection on the
"economic benefits" of intercollegiate
sports Begly draws interesting conclusions
from the statistics he provides on the
complex economics of athletics while Sack
and Watkins focus on the non-academic
contributions athletics makes to the communityand especially to the effect on
alumni funding. Considering how often
the claim is raised that intercollegiate
sporting events frequently make
substantial financial contributions to
educational institutions, it is surprising
that only two papers review that aspect.
Consideration of the "benefits (of intercollegiate athletics) for women" are
reviewed in two papers, both written by
Acostaand Carpenter, which assessthe
historical importance of Title IX,but

Each ofthe book's five parts has an
informative introduction. Unfortunately
with a work of this length and over 35 contributors, there is inevitably considerable
overlap. Dejavu intrudes. Yet this is an
important book for raising issues and
airing the belief that American sport plays
a significant social role in institutions of
higher learning. There is no index.
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PO BoxK346

POWERHOUSEMUSEUM

Dear

Haymarket,NSW 2000,
84 Mary Ann Street
Ultimo,NSW 2007
Telephone(02)217 0111

TAASPmeTIlheps;

I have been urged to write to you by June Factor,
folklorist
and
lecturer
in English at the Institute
of Early Childhood Development
Melbourne.

in

The Powerhouse Museum re-opens in 1988 and one of the exhibitions
examines the material
culture
of childhood.
To complement the material
produced by adults for children,
there will be a presentation
of
children's
own folklore;
the games, chants,
insults,
riddles,
rhymes
and jokes that children
invent for their own amusement.
We think that the best way to present this traditional
physical
and
verbal play is through an audio-visual.
At this stage of exhibition
development,
I am working my way through written
sources.
Unlike the
States and England, research
in Australia
dealing with children's
folklore
is at an embryonic stage, and I am anxious to glean as much
information
as possible
about work presented
overseas.
In particular,
I'd like to view films that have dealt with children's
traditional
play.
Yours sincerely
,

bJ~
Louise

/L-tJd-

eJ/

Mitchell

Assistant

Curator

Musmm of Applied Arts alld Sciences illcorporatillg

Millt & Barracks

Museum

011the Move

Sydney Observatory

At.l S""~A
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THE LEISURE INSTITUTE

',.

The Leisure ~nstitute

an~ou~ces

the publicition

of

THE WAID
Am I Doing"
=============================

"\-Jhat

An introductory guide designed
improve the quality

to help you measure
of your life.

and

by
JOHN NEULI NGE R

This text is intended for counselors and therapists and those on
the road to professional careers. It teaches how to administer
the newly revised WAID, a time budget instrument that explores
psychological dimensions relevant to the quality of life. The
scope of the guide goes beyond the administrative aspects of the
task. Concepts and theoretical assumptions essential to the WAID
technique are discussed. Topics include such issues as "Measuring
versus Knowing," "Measuring Subjective States," "Subtleties of
Subjective Dimensions: Sleep, Sex, Making a Decision and Having a
Choice," as well as an impressionistic and a statistical approach
to the use of the WAID.
The WAID LOG is a 4-page form used for reporting daily time
bu d get

s.

----------------------------------------------------------------PRICE SCHEDULE and ORDER FORM

per copy
WAID GUIDE
~-52 pp, soft cover: one book
$12.50
2 - 3 books 10.00
4 - 9 books
8.75
10 Or more
7.50

quantity total
ordered
$
-----

=====
-----

$,

$---$,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

WAID LOG
4 pp:

3 copies
5 copies
25 copies
1 00

copies

$ 2.70
3.50
12.50
40.00

$---$

-

$-----$

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

POSTAGE AND HANDLING:
TOTAL:
ll~~ ~ Canada: Send full remittancewith your order and
we pay postage and handling. H~ XDLk ~taL~ £~~id~pt~ Qlease
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sal~§;

taK,.

EQL~ign QL~~:
~end full remittance (U.S. currency)
with
your order and we pay postage (surface mail) and handling. (Does
not include airmail cha-rges.)
=================================================================
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WAID LOG
(What Am I Doing?)
The purpose'ofthis form is to help youlookat yourselfand get to knowyourselfbetter. It is not likely
that you have ever taken account of yourself in this particular way: exploring dimensions that are
criticallyrelatedto the qualityof and meaningin your life.
What you are about to do will take time and effort. To be worthwhile, it needs to be done right. The
task requires thoughtful consideration and you should not attempt it unless you have at least an hour's
time. Remember that you are doing this for a reason: to help you improve the quality of your life.
This method of looking at yourself is based on certain assumptions about what is important in life.
These assumptions are outlined in full elsewhere (Neulinger, 1984).The procedure to follow is given in
this form and is elaborated on in the WAID guide (Neulillgor, 1966).This guide needs to be rend prior
to completing this form, unless you are completing the WAID under the supervision of a counselor.
What can you expect from completing these forms? Minimally, some enlightening hours exploring
yourself and your particular life style. But it may well be more than that. You may not only attain a new
sense of self, but also a direction as to where you want to go and some help in getting you there.
Your pay-off will be in direct relation to the amount of effort you are willing to put into this task and
of course, to the degree to which the quality of your life needs improvement.
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ESCASAP '86
Seaboard Conference
of the
SOCIETY FOR ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY

Eastern
AMERICAN

i='\nnounces

AN INTERDISCIPLINARY
September

26-28,

CONFERENCE
Four Seasons Hotel
Philadelphia

1986

CREATIVITY ~ ADOLESCENCE
Developmental & Aesthetic

Clinical,

Perspectives

Guest Faculty
timer

i can

St ud i E:'S

Psychiatry
Hagop Akiskal
E. James Anthony
Aaron Esman
John Gedo
Jules Glenn
Joseph Lichtenberg
George Pollock
Vivian Rakoff
Psychology
Howard Gardner
Brian Sutton-Smith
Ellen Winner

Jan Mechling
Art History
Mary Mathews Gedo
CyberTlf,,-t

i cs

Heinz von Foerster
Literary Criticism
Norman B. Holland
Music
Jay Reise
Poetr-y
Robert Bly
C.K. Williams

Vi

sual

/:":ir-ts

Fran~(
Nathan

Gal usz ka
k:nobl er

Workshops
Madness & Art: Affect,
Conflict, & Creativity
Creativity & the
Psychology of the Self
Creativity & Play

Creativity & Psychotherapy
The Psychology of Art
On Metaphor: Poetry &
Therapy
Musical Creativity

Conference Chair:
Harvey A. Horowitz, M.D.
For More Information and Registration Form:
Mrs. Mary D. Staples, Exec. Secretary
24 Green Valley Road
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